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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED  104-10077-10113
PRIOIRITY WAVE

BYRAT TYPIC AMNUNY

REFS: A) OTT 1267 (IN 66581)*

B) UFCA 12396**

1. PLEASE FORWARD SOONEST WAVE COMMENTS ON REF A:

2. PER REF B, ON 29 OCTOBER PELLETIER STATED HE WOULD TELEPHONE GARFAT IN CANADA. GARFAT LATER TELEPHONED "FARON" FROM CANADA ON THE OPS PHONE NUMBER FARON HAD GIVEN PELLETIER.

3. REF A HOWEVER STATES FARON CALLED GARFAT. ALSO NOTE THAT FARON'S TELEPHONE NUMBER AS LISTED REF A DIFFERS ONLY BY ONE DIGIT FROM GREEN MALINGS HOTEL, WHERE PELLETIER WAS STAYING AND WHERE HE MET WITH FARON ON 29 AND 30 OCTOBER.

4. APPEARS ODD THAT GARFAT WOULD GIVE FARON'S TELEPHONE NUMBER AS THAT IN REF A, RATHER THAN OPS PHONE NUMBER LISTED REF B.

END OF MESSAGE

WE (BC) J. CASWELL BY PHONE

SAS Comment: "GARFAT, in Canada, claims he received telephone call from "FARON".
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